Abstract
Design of multi-functional structures and materials is an optimization-driven methodology for design exploration, synthesis and multi-disciplinary design. It generates structurally optimal design concepts from supplied information on loads, constraints and required product performance and manufacture conditions. By predicting optimal material properties and structures, the design system facilitates analysis to lead the process to innovative concepts and high-performance product designs, with a wide range of applications in multi-functional structures, materials, and compliant/soft mechanisms/robots. Together with 3D printing technologies, they aim to create functional devices with better mechanical properties and functionalities which can be used to widen industry applications and applied to industry sectors, especially in aerospace, precision engineering, and biomedical areas. In this presentation, we review recent development in two related aspects: the level-set method and applications. The level set representation has topological flexibility and inherent capabilities of geometric, physical and material modeling, incorporating dimension, shape, topology, material properties, and even micro-structures of a functionally gradient structure. The method has found a wide range of applications in the design of multi-functional structures, auxetic materials, and compliant/soft mechanisms/robots. These applications will be discussed.
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